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RECORD OF PUBLIC COMMENTS

MILWAUKEE COUNTY TRANSIT
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN:
ALTERNATIVE TRANSIT SERVICE
IMPROVEMENT PLANS

INTRODUCTION
This report documents the public comment received on the alternative transit service improvement plans for the
Milwaukee County Transit System and consists of a summary of the comments received and a series of
appendices:


Written and oral comments received during the formal public comment period between January 9 and
March 16, 2009 (Appendix A).



Attendance records of public information meetings held January 20 through 22, 2009 (Appendix B).



Newspaper articles concerning the Milwaukee County Transit System Development Plan and the
proposed alternative transit service improvements (Appendix C).



Materials announcing the three public information meetings and summary materials distributed at those
meetings (Appendix D).

The following section provides a summary of the comments received.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
Through March 16, 2009, a total of 159 comments were received regarding the Milwaukee County Transit
System Development Plan. The comments were provided on comment forms available at public information
meetings and to court reporters at those meetings, or via letter, e-mail, or through the Commission website for the
Milwaukee County Transit System Development Plan. The 159 total comments include some that individuals
provided more than once through the various media used to collect comments.

Comments related to the Transit System in General
A total of 57 comments were received on general transit system issues and did not specifically identify services
proposed under the Alternative Transit Service Improvement Plans.
Comments Expressing General Support for Transit System or Opposition to Past Service Cuts
A total of 20 people expressed support for the Milwaukee County Transit System or public transit in general. The
following are specific subjects addressed in the comments:


Two people indicated that there was a need to keep the Milwaukee County Transit System intact or
suggested that there be no more service cuts until action was taken on the additional sales tax approved in
the November 2008 advisory referendum held in Milwaukee County;



Eight people expressed support for rail or light rail transit services, some of whom cited the economic
benefits associated with rail transit service;



A total of six people supported providing dedicated funding for public transit;



Two people suggested using a regional approach to proving public transit service; and



Two people suggested that there was a need to reduce one person per automobile travel and suggested
that the environmental and economic benefits of using the bus should attract new riders to the transit
system

A total of five people expressed their opposition to the service reductions made on the transit system since 2007.
Their comments included the following:


Two people noted that the elimination of the service provided by Route No. 53 over south Delaware
Avenue made using the transit system very inconvenient;



One person indicated that the service cuts made to Route Nos. 11 and 64 made it very difficult to use the
bus service;



One person commented that recent service cuts, especially those which split routes serving the southern
part of the Milwaukee County, made it so that only the people who have to use the transit system will ride
it; and



One person stated that because of cutbacks in the bus service to a senior center on the southwest side of
Milwaukee County, volunteers that formerly rode the bus to the senior center could no longer get to the
center;

Comments Expressing Opinions on Equipment and Facilities, Bus Operators, and Riders
A total of 19 people provided comments regarding transit system equipment and facilities, bus operators, or
passengers. These comments included:
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One person suggested that the Downtown Transit Center wasn’t needed and should be torn down;



Two people expressed concerns with overcrowded buses;



One person suggested that buses serving the Amtrak station should have signs clearly indicating the bus
would stop at the station;



Six people commented on bus stop locations including four that wanted bus stops at every transfer corner
in downtown Milwaukee along Wisconsin Avenue; one that wanted a stop at the Amtrak station; and one
that commented that the stops at the Bayshore and Mayfair malls were inconveniently located;



Two people cited problems for disabled bus passengers when bus stops are not cleared of snow in the
winter months, or where stops are spaced far apart;
Four people commented on bus drivers, suggesting that drivers should announce bus stops or inform
passengers when their requested stop had been reached, or that drivers exhibiting a negative attitude
toward passengers should be required to participate in sensitivity training;





Two people suggested that action should be taken by the system to curb profane or improper language by
passengers on the bus; and



One person commented that some buses were not clean.

Comments on Public Relations and Marketing Activities
A total of 10 comments were received that were related to the existing marketing and public relations efforts
undertaken by the transit system including:


Three people indicated there was a need for additional and improved marketing efforts including one
person suggesting that the transit system should try new approaches and techniques for attracting riders
such as through the various social media outlets now available through the Internet, and by marketing the
system’s new bicycle racks on buses;



One person suggested that a marketing plan for the transit system and the proposed services be identified
in the transit system development plan and that it specify how the system will recruit riders and boost
ridership and consider using promotional programs providing free merchandise as one possible approach;



One person suggested that the transit system develop a management culture that welcomes suggestions
and engages riders and, toward this end, require management staff to ride the bus regularly and bring back
suggestions for improvements based on firsthand observations and rider comments;



Two people suggested the transit system establish new ways to involve the community and riding public
including creating a citizens transit advisory committee that is visible and actively reaches out to the
community, and a driver of the month award as a means for riders to identify and report drivers that assist
passengers in various ways; and



Three people expressed their dislike for the Transit TV system used on each Milwaukee County bus with
two suggesting that it be replaced with a stop announcement system like that used by the Chicago Transit
Authority.

Comments on Safety and Security
Three comments were received related to safety and security including:


Two comments directed at identifying the need for passengers to feel safe when they are on the bus; and



One comment suggesting that the cameras on buses be used to identify and report unruly students to the
appropriate schools.
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Comments Specific to the Transit System Development Plan
and the Alternative Transit Service Improvement Plans
A total of 102 comments were received that addressed various elements of the services proposed under the
alternative plans or the proposed Milwaukee County Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project.
Comments on the Transit System Development Plan or the Process Followed for Developing the Plan
Six people provided comments regarding the information that was made available on the alternatives including:


One person suggested that planners should start with the transit services that were being provided in the
year 2000--when the system was rated as the best system in the country--and propose how to enhance that
system;



One person identified other issues they believed should be addressed prior to making improvements to the
transit system such as placing restrictions on auto and truck travel that would make auto travel
impractical; charging higher fees for automobile travel and the use of roads; promoting the use of bicycles
a mode of travel; and not building more roads or a light rail transit system;



One person suggested that the service changes proposed in the alternative plans were based on survey
data and statistics, not on input from those using the transit system; and that small "mini" meetings should
have been held with users and other people in the community to identify the improvements that are
desired and needed;



One person was disappointed that the written materials for the plan did not identify or recognize the
public comments concerning MCTS transit services and cutbacks that were made at the public hearing for
the 2008 Milwaukee County budget that was held on October 30, 2007;



One person indicated that the plan did not identify a mechanism for Milwaukee County to implement the
plan or evaluate how it would be implemented; and



One person stated that transit riders should not be expected to fully fund all transit services, and that the
plan should propose providing the best transit service to the areas where people are least able to afford or
use other transportation modes.

Three people left comments regarding the funding options identified for the alternative plans including:


Two people indicated that not enough information had been provided on how to fund the transit system;
and



One person stated that the Kenosha-Racine-Milwaukee (KRM) Commuter Rail Project was no longer
needed because of the recent economic downturn and should be put on hold, and proposed using the
funding identified for the KRM project to improve the bus services provided by the Milwaukee County
Transit System.

Three people left comments on the scheduling, location, or format of the January 2009 public informational
meetings held for the Milwaukee County Transit System development plan including:
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One person objected to the meetings being scheduled for the week of the Presidential inauguration
ceremonies;



One person suggested that the locations for the meetings should have been served by several bus routes
operating with frequent service; and



One person indicated the format of the meetings should have allowed those attending to make statements
and provide testimony before all meeting attendees which would have allowed interaction with others in
the audience.

Comments Concerning the Elements of the Alternative Transit Service Improvement Plans
A total of 87 comments were made regarding the transit service changes and improvements proposed under the
alternative plans including general comments and comments on specific elements of the alternative plans.
General Comments on the Alternative Transit Service Improvement Plans
Seven comments were received on the alternative plan proposals in general including:


Three people expressed their support for either Alternative Plan 1 or 2 or both plans;



One person stated that the service increase proposed under Alternative Plan 1 was not sufficient to
replace past service cuts plus accommodate the total growth in service needs through the year 2014;



One commenter suggested that the alternative plans were not bold enough and should have been designed
with an eye toward providing for meaningful service changes after absorbing some compromise on the
proposed services;



One person suggested that the economic consequences to Milwaukee County of the proposed service
improvements should be considered when evaluating the alternatives; and



One commenter suggested that proposed new transit services should be provided at no charge to users for
a trial period when they are implemented.

Comments on the Areas Served and Proposed Hours of
Operation, Service Levels, Routing Changes, or New Routes
Fourteen comments were provided on the aspects of the alternative plans related to the areas served within
Milwaukee County, transit service to areas outside the County, and the hours of operation, frequency of service,
alignment changes to existing routes, or new routes including:


Two people expressed support for expanding the fixed-route bus and paratransit services provided in
Milwaukee County;



One person stated that the accessibility needs of disabled persons should be considered by the County in
developing new services and facilities;



One commenter indicated that the southern part of County remained underserved by the transit system
under the alternatives and identified the problems this creates for disabled persons who may want to live
there because they can’t use the bus system to access jobs or activities in the other parts of the County,
and also noting the limits placed on their ability to get personal care attendants who need the bus system
for transportation;



One person expressed a need for better connections with transit services in surrounding counties;



Three people supported extending the hours of operation for the bus system on Friday and weekend
evenings, with an extension until 3:00 or 3:30 a.m. indicated as desirable for persons employed in
providing security services;
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Five people commented on the need for reducing headways on bus routes for various reasons including to
provide for more frequent service during weekday peak periods or on weekends; to provide ten-minute
headways on the trunk portions of routes; and to alleviate overcrowded conditions or improve service
convenience; and



One comment was made in favor of the elimination of bus turn-backs as proposed under Alternative
Improvement Plans 1 and 2.

Comments on the Proposed Freeway Flyer and Express Bus Services
A total of 12 people provided comments regarding the rapid and express transit services proposed under the
alternative plans including:
 One person supported the proposed expansion of Freeway Flyer bus service;
 Two people suggested additional improvements to freeway flyer services including: a new route from the
State Fair Park Park-Ride lot to the new campus of Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance and the new
Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare Clinic on S. 27th Street in the City of Franklin; and freeway flyer service
for reverse commute travel;
 Three people supported either the need for faster and more frequent bus service or the concept of express
bus and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) services;
 Three people suggested providing express bus service over other routes or in additional corridors to those
identified in alternative plans 1 and 2 including: over Route Nos. 15, 31, and 62; to serve new
development along S. 27th Street in the City of Franklin; and to the Southridge and Brookfield Square
Shopping Centers;
 One person believed the transit system should go back to the express bus route alignments and services
that were operated in the year 2000 as those worked very well;
 One person suggested that the service life of transit system buses could be extended if each bus in the
fleet was given the opportunity to operate in express service; and
 One person suggested that special, distinct signs be used for the express bus vehicles and stops.
Comments on the BRT Service Proposal advanced by Milwaukee County
A total of 28 comments were provided on the BRT routes and service levels proposed by Milwaukee County
separately from the alternative plans including:
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One person expressed support for BRT service in the southern part of County;



Five comments made by individuals concerned with the accessibility of the buses and loading sites for the
proposed Milwaukee County BRT service;



Two comments indicating that the proposed wide stop spacing for BRT service would cause problems for
disabled individuals, particularly those using wheelchairs;



Two comments in support of eliminating local bus service and stops where BRT service is provided;



Eight commenters were opposed to eliminating local bus service and stops where BRT service is provided
including:


One person expressing concern for retaining the passengers using the stops that would be dropped and
who suggesting that a mix of local and BRT service should be operated in the BRT corridors;



One person indicating that the BRT service should not negatively affect the existing local transit
services and its users;



One person suggesting that passengers will have to walk farther at the beginning and end of their bus
trips with the wider stop spacing for the proposed BRT and express bus services; and that passengers
would not realize a significant travel time savings with these services due to the need to transfer to
another route at end of the BRT or express bus segment of their trips;



Four people suggested that light rail transit service be considered as an alternative to BRT service, or as a
replacement for BRT service if it was successful;



One person commented on the potential bus shelters for the BRT project, suggesting that the shelters
should shield passengers from the weather but not obscure the views of passengers waiting for buses or of
bus operators looking for passengers;



One person stated that BRT service would not solve existing problems with bus "bunching" and
overcrowding on Routes 18 and 23, and also expressed concern that the BRT service could end up being
less reliable than the existing local bus service due to the length of the proposed BRT route and the long
distance between layover points; and



Four people offered suggestions for additional stops along, or the extension of, the proposed BRT route.

Comments on the Proposed Local Bus Services
12 of the comments received related to the local bus services proposed under the alternative plans including:


Three people expressed a need to expand local bus service to provide connections to job locations and for
passengers using the Amtrak depot after 10:00 p.m.;



Two commenters suggested that Route No. 68 be extended to operate over Brown Deer Road;



Three comments suggested that Route No. 28 be extended to serve the Village of Hales Corners or the
Boerner Botanical Gardens in Whitnall Park;



One person requested the extension of Route No. 27 south on 27th Street to serve the new campus of
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance and the new Wheaton Franciscan Healthcare Clinic;



Two people requested that the transit system re-establish local bus service over Vliet St. to replace the
service lost when Route No. 11 was eliminated; and



One person commented that the two branches of Route No. 18 were confusing and suggested either using
two separate routes that interline along common segments or clearly marking the Route No. 18 buses so
passengers can easily identify which branch the bus is operating over.

Comments on Transfers, Travel Times, or Fares
A total of 14 people provided comments related to transfers, travel times, or fares including:


Four people indicated that hour-long transfers are too short for some trips or suggested that improving
transfer connections would enable passengers to reach their destinations conveniently;
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Three people commented on the importance of increasing bus operating speeds and decreasing travel
times, or on keeping route lengths and running times to what bus operators can meet without having to
"cut corners;"



Four people suggested that the transit system keep fares affordable including offering fares that provide
incentives to ride such as deeply discounted passes or tickets and free ride days;



One person requested that a discounted weekly pass be made available for passengers paying half fares
(elderly and disabled persons and children);



One person suggested charging the same fare for all bus services including the proposed BRT service; and



One person suggested establishing a free fare zone in downtown Milwaukee similar to the Ride Free Area
provided by Metro Transit in Seattle, Washington.

Comments Concerning the Identified Capital Equipment Needs
Three people provided comments regarding the capital projects and improvements identified for the alternative
plans including:
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One person supported the installation of bike racks on transit system buses;



One person opposed the installation of bike racks on buses; and



One person indicated there was a need for the transit system to replace the buses in the fleet that are in
poor condition.
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COMMENTS RECEIVED BETWEEN JANUARY 9, 2009 AND MARCH 16, 2009
REGARDING THE MILWAUKEE COUNTY TRANSIT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Appendix A-4
COMMENTS PROVIDED TO STAFF AT JANUARY 2009
PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETINGS ON MILWAUKEE COUNTY TRANSIT
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND MILWAUKEE COUNTY BRT PROJECT

SEWRPC STAFF NOTES

Tuesday, January 20, 2009 – Downtown Transit Center Meeting:
Person 1:
County Executive Walker wants to destroy the transit system by making it so inconvenient that nobody
uses it. The service cuts, especially the split routes on the south side, make it so that only the people
who have to use transit will ride. Need to restore cuts and funding for the transit system.
--Downtown bus stops should be every 2 blocks apart, the way they were before. It wasn’t as confusing
Person 2: Agreed that downtown bus stops are currently very confusing, should return to old downtown
stop system.
--Bus stops by Bayshore Mall and Mayfair mall are very inconveniently located.
--There should be a bus shelter and a convenient bus stop outside the downtown intermodal station, and
more service to the station for Amtrak and Greyhound connecting service.
Person 3: Stressed the need for service running East-West on Brown Deer Road, perhaps an extension
of Route 68.
Thursday, January 22, 2009 – Washington Park Senior Center Meeting:
Persons 1 and 2: Don’t remove bus stops. BRT sounds good, but there should be a way for disabled
people to still have service at the local bus stops. It is hard for someone in a wheelchair or with walking
impairments to travel several blocks to a stop, especially in the winter when not everyone shovels their
sidewalks.
Person 3: The buses are too crowded. There is barely standing room on some buses, and they have to
skip stops and leave people standing at stops sometime. Need more frequent service to make it more
convenient and alleviate crowding.
Person 4: Return service to the way it was in 2000. Service was good then; why did they make
changes? The recommended improvements should not bother with new express alignments when the
old express alignments worked perfectly well.
Person 5: When evaluating Alternatives 1, 2, and 3, you should consider and measure the economic
consequences to the County.
Person 6: Some paratransit service policies are very inconvenient for riders.
--Bus services on the southwest side have been cut back so much that volunteers that ride the bus to a
senior center can no longer travel to the center.
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Saturday March 16, 2009 - Repairers of the Breach
Comment 1: Old Route 11 was good, and should be re-established.
Comment 2: Hour-long transfers are really not very workable for certain persons and errand needs as the
period is too short for many trips.
Comment 3: Free rides were suggested for the Downtown Milwaukee area, much like in Seattle.
Comment 4: At least certain homeless clientele feel irritated--possibly discriminated against--when
buses "shoot" past them and won’t stop to pick them up (possibly due to capacity issues).
Comment 5: The prospect of 10-minute headways may help solve the above, because the wait for the
next bus wouldn't be long.
Comment 6: Bus turn-back points should be eliminated as proposed under Alternatives 1 and 2.
Comment 7: Current fares are too high, and more substantial block savings packages should be offered;
10 tickets/monthly passes were not felt adequate as providing motivation to use the system.
Other questions addressed the rudeness of students on the buses, as well as by some drivers, and bus
service to Racine and Kenosha.
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MILWAUKEE COUNTY TRANSIT SYSTEM STAFF NOTES

Tuesday, January 20, 2009 – Downtown Transit Center Meeting:
Person 1:
Why does the BRT consist of only one route? I think that there should be two routes into Downtown –
one from the north and one from the south – that include a distribution along Wisconsin Avenue and a
turnaround at the Downtown Transit Center. If there is not going to be a distribution strategy
downtown, then I would suggest that the BRT travel on Water Street through Water and Wisconsin.
Wednesday, January 21, 2009 – West Allis City Hall Meeting:
Person 1:
I am concerned that the TDP express bus strategy and the BRT strategy creates too large of spaces
between bus stops. If local service is not continued on National Avenue as is, it will be too difficult to
push a wheel-chair to an express bus stop or BRT station. The wide spacing between stations is too long
to walk.
As far as I am concerned, if you eliminate a bus stop you have created a service cut.
The BRT project should be light rail, not bus rapid transit.
Every bus should stop at every transfer corner, the spacing of bus stops along Wisconsin Avenue (about
every three blocks) does not provide for convenient transfers between all east-west and all north-south
routes. Sometimes you have to walk a block or longer to make a transfer and this is not convenient.
Person 2:
Lay rails – there should be a rail component to the TDP. The BRT should be rail, not buses.
The BRT plan should be better integrated into the multi-modal station (e.g. Amtrak, Greyhound bus
station).
Tear down the transit center.
Person 3:
It is confusing to passengers to have two different destinations on one bus route (e.g. Route 18 to 124th
and Greenfield, and Route 18 to 108th and Cleveland). There should be two different routes that
interline along the trunk, or at least, the routes should be labeled as 18A and 18B to make it easier for
new passengers to adjust to system.

Person 4:
There should be a bus route to the Boerner Botanical Gardens in Milwaukee County’s Whitnall Park.
That is about the only location that I want to go to that I cannot get to by bus.
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Thursday, January 22, 2009 – Washington Park Senior Center Meeting:
Person 1:
Route 19 should not operate out of KK station (Kinnickinnic Street Station). The operators out of KK
station have a negative attitude. There is a need for diversity training of the operators, especially the bus
operators that work out of KK station.
More bus operators should be encouraged to press the button that releases the recorded message not to
use profane language on the bus. This action may help to curb some of the language used by youths on
the bus.
BRT route does not go to the Social Security office on Fond du Lac Avenue (north of the end-of-the line
as currently proposed).
The current/present service that is operating on Fond du Lac Avenue should be allowed to continue – the
BRT should operate on top of the present service. Do not replace what we have now.
Person 2:
Don’t exchange the local service with express service or BRT service.
Person 3:
Service to Amtrak could be better signed – it is not very obvious that Route 57 will eventually get to the
Amtrak station (Intermodal Station).
Person 4:
The Transit Television Network is a pain. I don’t like the advertising system. You should have a bus
stop announcement system with LED signs like they have in Chicago.
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JANUARY 2009 PUBLIC INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS

Milwaukee Community Journal
January 9, 2009
El Conquistador
January 9, 2009
The Milwaukee Courier
January 10, 2009

El Conquistador
(Spanish version)
January 9, 2009

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
January 11, 2009
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